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CHAPTER I 

CROSSING PATTI ROAD: 

THE INTRODUCTION 

When I was ten, my family moved into a 75-year-oId, two-story house which 

stood on former Native American territory at what was then the edge of 

Claremore, Oklahoma~a tiny town thirty minutes outside of Tulsa whose one 

claim to fame was native son, Will Rogers. Having to that point lived at the end 

of a cul-de-sac in a quiet neighborhood at the center of town, where all the kids 

could safely gather under the streetlight after dark and a traffic jam was two 

cars heading down the street at once, at ten I was thrust from the safe world of 

my tiny home to the risky world of 313 E. Patti Page. The house opened up on 

Patti Page, also known as Highway 20, where twenty cars whizzed by in both 

directions every ten minutes. Instead of a neighborhood with a gang of kids to 

play with, houses stretched out on both sides of four lanes, with few children 

my age. My other choice was to play in the house, which was three times the 

size of any place I had ever lived and had a haunting quality. My grandmother 

had seen a conquistador one morning by the refrigerator, and one night my 

friend had seen a face in my closet. Moving to this house was like entering Oz. 

This is where I learned the world was bigger and potentially more 

dangerous than the simple cuts and bruises of childhood. I started small-

playing in the back yard where kids who did not have a daddy stared at me 



from their bedroom windows. I made friends with the kids next door, whose 

daddy drank and made them afraid, especially after he took their wounded 

golden retriever into the backyard with a shotgun. I learned to sprint, crossing 

the road when both directions seemed clear, hoping that a semi did not 

suddenly round the corner. 

1 am happy my coming of age occurred in such a setting, surrounded by 

family, an historical house and a world outside that whizzed by and leaked into 

the cracks of our 75-year-old plaster walls. In the poetry that follows, I hope a 

sense of the past and the importance of the people around us in shaping our 

world comes through. 

I have always wanted to be a "writer," by which I meant someone whom the 

world admired, was read widely during her lifetime and would be cursed by 

students centuries after her death. Increasingly, I understand the grandiose 

value of such a dream as I study the power and wonder of other writers-both 

among my contemporaries and the "literary greats." Still, I have tried to snatch 

a bit of that childhood dream in writing for the love of language, not for a bundle 

of money or a star along a walk of fame. I have approached the poems in this 

collection, then, with a sense of wonder at the power of language and the real 

pleasure loving language can bring to writers and readers. 

One of the most plentiful sources for my poetry is those stories told around 

the holiday dinner tables. I have the great luxury (speaking from a writer's 

perspective) of seeing extended family members only during those rare 



occasions. This limited contact lets me be creative with the ideas provided by 

tales spun during moments with Grandma's creamy coconut pie, without feeling 

any need to maintain the reality upon which the poetry is based. For example, 

I did have a grandfather who rolled his own cigarettes, refused to mend the 

rotting fence in his big backyard and nurtured pecan trees. However, though I 

once got to roll one of his cigarettes and played ball with many cousins, I never 

had an experience quite like the one that evolved in the poem "Rolling Smoke." 

The process of beginning with something that is based in reality and creating 

my own world makes writing vital for me. 

In several of the poems which follow, stories about a girl who lost her 

mother when she was young are woven around the framework of life during the 

depression era in a farming community. I owe the germ of the idea for those 

tales to my paternal grandmother, who, from age six when her mother died, 

grew up in East Texas taking care of a dad and three brothers. One of the few 

times Grandma can remember going to town during her youth was to have her 

teeth fixed (a rare visit to a doctor), and the biggest thrill of that day really was 

getting to "eat out" at a bar-b-que joint where the plates were big, brown paper 

sacks. Even today, the familiar quilt rack hangs from Grandma's ceiling, and 

one of my greatest memories is interviewing her about her quilting for a school 

project. She chuckled when she told about having to find rats' nests to steal 

pecans from so she could buy materials to make her quilts. 



In "When Bonnie and Clyde Came to Osceola," I have borrowed only a few 

facts from history. Grandma did see Bonnie and Clyde pass her house in a car 

on their way to rob the local grocery store. (My great-grandfather later testified 

against one of the gang members for that robbery.) She does have a big 

brother named Marvin, and she did note that Bonnie was wearing green. 

However, she never met the infamous duo, and her personal opinion Is that 

Bonnie was not a pretty woman. There are stories yet to weave into poetry 

about Grandma—walking home from the movies in a rainstorm and crossing the 

bank just before it wiped out, jumping from a moving car which did not turn 

where she thought it should, having Gocf Bless America spelled out in bobby 

pins in the locks of her hair. 

Growing up on a farm her daddy did not own in East Texas, Grandma lived 

an existence scant of even the simplest luxuries, and her strength in enduring 

that lifestyle is one reason I am drawn to the world I have imagined for her. I 

hope in my poetry I can convey at least a bit of her essence-who else has a 

grandmother who pulls her own teeth or can stick her hand in a sink of bleach 

after a rat bite? Even though she never held a job outside the home and grew 

up in an era where women were relegated to domesticity, I know few women as 

independent as the four-foot-nine, 70-year-old giant who walks everywhere 

because she never learned to drive. 

Bits of all the women in my life-my mother, my grandmothers, my sister, 

my aunts, cousins, teachers-probably shaped those women who infiltrate so 



many of my works. I enjoy creating women who are aware of mistakes made, 

or who work to maintain power over their own destinies. I also attempt to 

approach these subjects with a sense of humor. In "Medicine Woman," I 

created a character who seems dominated by the man running the medicine 

show-she even endures snakebites for him. However, I give the woman the 

ultimate control in the poem, since she knows a secret Dr. Coop cannot afford 

to have revealed. I hope that even women like Twila, who seem to have fallen 

victim to a dominating world, possess redeeming qualities. I am intrigued by 

Twila because she is a character like no one person I know. Instead, she 

evolved from the opening Wne-Buford T. smelled like a man. "First Snowfall" 

explores Twila's background, and I hope to continue writing Twila and Buford 

poems because I feel they are characters that speak to a broader audience 

than my other poetry might. 

People and possibilities-not necessarily personal experience-are at the 

heart of the poems I write. I want my readers to feel they are getting to know 

somebody in my poems. The characters vary-from wayward teenagers to 

people struggling to accept the limitations of age or choices they have made. 

Often, I try to reveal the possible motivations behind a character's actions. I 

also look at the way people face consequences for the things they have done. 

All writers are keen observers, and the questions that come to my mind as I 

view total strangers are the kinds of questions I try to answer when I sit down 

to write. I began "Martha's Holiday" after a Thanksgiving meal at my future in-



laws' house. The grandfather sat at the head of the table making occasional 

comments, regardless of whom he interrupted. I found the homage paid to his 

behavior a bit frustrating and started writing. Martha was actually a nameless 

wife in the first drafts, a wife who never really existed. Because the poem had 

started a bit in anger, the initial results dissatisfied me. Essentially, all I had 

was an old man talking too much and a woman who was upset about it. What I 

needed was more exploration of why the wife might feel this way. When I 

finally named my frustrated woman, I had a tremendous experience exploring 

why she might react the way she does in the poem. Discovering the why 

behind human action Is one of the main reasons I continue to write. 

Being graduate students and writers can put us in a precarious position: 

what kind of critics do we become as we approach the final drafts of our works? 

Even though I know the principles behind deconstruction, feminist criticism, 

cultural criticism, etc., I never worry about those elements when I write. 

Instead, I concentrate on the elements I know make good writing-Images, 

nouns, verbs, characters and events which connect to human experience, 

compression, compression, compression. I often begin knowing the general 

framework of a character or experience, but rarely, if ever, set out to proclaim a 

particular message. I feel most the epiphanies of my poetry deal with the 

limited experience of the poem and hopefully open up the commonalities of 

being human. I hope to make people see the world a little differently, to help 

people see new ways to view others and not be quick to judgment. A reader 



detached from the creative process of my poetry may notice a common thread 

of loneliness in my work. Even though characters like Martha and the young 

girl in "Bonnie and Clyde" are part of a community, they never share their 

personal problems with the people around them. Often, the persona's needs 

fail to be recognized by the other people in the poem. In showing how the 

characters cope independently, I hope to reflect the courage and strength of 

those people around me who have always set the example of standing up for 

ideas-my grandmother and especially my parents. I also hope to show how 

we overlook the loneliness of others, even though that loneliness is what is 

closest to us. These characteristics in my poems must be elements of my own 

character because they are visible to me only at a distance, looking at a 

finished body of work long after the initial moment I put pen to paper. 

Though extended family has played a big role in influencing the subject 

matter of my poetry, my favorite writers, teachers, and my parents are also 

important influences on my writing. Growing up, I was not necessarily a poetry 

fan. My favorite writers, however, were those novelists inclined to the poetic 

possibilities of language-Nathaniel Hawthorne and Mark Twain, for instance. 

Always when I read, I responded to the way the words sounded, the rhythms 

they created in my head. In later years, I found novelists like Leslie Marmon 

Silko and Toni Morrison, two women whose writings reflect completely different 

worlds than my West Texas existence. Theirs are spheres where medicine 

men heal using the Native American philosphies which see time as a circle 



encompassing past, present and future, simultaneously incorporating time as 

that boxed calendar eliminating past, or realities where the flight over an 

ancestor's canyon allows a man to finally define the song that creates him. The 

novels Silko and Morrison write explore the spiritual elements of the sand, 

prairie dogs, tornadoes and flat plains surrounding the solid world where I grew 

up. 

The love of poetry has grown with me as I discovered that poetry allows me 

to explore those areas of language I love most-rhythm and sound. My list of 

favorite poets so far is relatively small. I firmly believe that anyone who is 

unfamiliar with modern poetry should be introduced to it with Dickey's "The 

Heaven of Animals." Each time I read that poem, I discover a new use of 

sound or the power of the emphasis the line and stanza breaks make. The 

poetry of Carolyn Forche is another source I explore for the grand possibilities 

of language. She offers vivid images using punch-packing language, and she 

never tries to walk around an issue. One of my favorite collections of 

contemporary poetry is Vital Signs, a sampling of the best from the university 

presses compiled by Ronald Wallace. In it, I find many poems I can admire 

because they provide a thrill in discovery-both in meaning and in language. 

For me, the best poems are accessible on a literal level, offering so much more 

as the reader explores the nooks and crannies. Poems like Ted Kooser's "So 

This Is Nebraska" and Carolyn Forche's "Plain Song" (in her Gathering the 

Tribes) are like that for me. The former makes us feel an easy, summer 
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Sunday at the same time it questions why life cannot be as simple as an 

afternoon drive. The latter Is a "simple" proclamation accepting death at the 

same time it challenges that inevitability by asking the reader to remember. 

Relating to a reader through images, as these poems do, and then making the 

common uncommon is one of the goals I have set for myself after studying 

these fine "mentors." 

My most important mentor in the work which led to these poems is my 

teacher. Dr. Walter McDonald. His are the phrases which continue to guide my 

study and writing of poetry. In his classroom, I first learned the potential for 

"delight in discovery" in writing and the power gained by squeezing out the 

excess, like a sponge. Dr. McDonald claimed one should pretend as if each 

word cost the poet $715, and I hope that I have spent my limited budget well in 

the following pieces. Under his tutelage, I learned to take topics which are 

common subjects for explorations of human endeavors and, hopefully, make 

them my own. Even though there is "nothing new under the sun" (as Solomon 

and Dr. McDonald tell us), I strive to make my "solitary individuals, trapped in 

bizarre, nightmarish worlds," individuals stridently different from other such 

characters in the writing world. If the poetry in this collection renders one 

through an experience and touches one's humanness at all, I have Dr. 

McDonald's direction to thank for it. 

In the last year, I have had the great privilege to actually teach creative 

writing in a sophomore-level, introductory course. From my students, I am 



learning anew the wonder at discovering how different it is to look at literature 

from the perspective of writers approaching the subject. Through my students' 

struggles to understand the power of images and finding the right words to 

convey their ideas, I realize how far I have come, and how so much further I 

have to go. In trying to help my students become better writers by pointing out 

the improvements they can make in their own pieces, I am becoming a more 

accurate reviser myself. Each day, I discover again how important It is as a 

writer to view one's writing from someone else's perspective. Can that phrase 

be understood in two different ways? Will my readers even know what a D-ring 

is? Have I revealed enough about this character to give my readers the tools 

to draw their own conclusions? I hope as I continue to teach I will grow with 

my students as we explore the possibilities of language together. 

Finally, I would not be the writer I am today without the influence of the two 

most important people in my life-my mom and dad. From reading me bedtime 

stories to reading every scrap of idea I put down on paper, my parents always 

support my attempts at becoming the best person possible. One of the first 

things that made me want to be a writer occurred when I was in the second 

grade. Our teacher had us write stories which we also illustrated. My parents 

offered to bind the stories of the entire class, so that everyone had a 

"published" book. By being avid readers themselves and always encouraging 

me to read, my parents instilled in me a love of language which has only 

grown. 
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Most importantly, my parents have given me a solid foundation upon which 

to build my perception of myself and the world around me. Believing God is the 

center of my universe and should guide my love toward all others allows me to 

explore this experience of being human in ways which might help others better 

understand themselves and our condition. Because my parents allowed me to 

feel good about myself, I hope the foundation of my poetry allows others to do 

the same. Being sure about myself, I am open to seeing the world from 

different perspectives because I have nothing to fear from difference. 

Ultimately, successful poetry needs to be fearless. 

I am not sure what road led me from the fearful ten-year-old in a haunted 

house to the poet writing the following collection. I only know I look forward to 

crossing the Patti Roads ahead, paved with new images and line-breaks, 

floating just in front of me, never caught but always, in the next stanza maybe, 

reachable. 
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CHAPTER II 

WHEN BONNIE AND CLYDE CAME TO OSCEOLA: 
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Grandpa's Baseball Days, 1948 

He played Carpenters' Union League, 

summer Sundays, parks crawling 

with hammer-faced men 

and women toting picnics. 

Vendors with picket-fence grins 

hawked plumped dogs to barefoot kids 

hilled like ants behind home plate, 

the diamond stretching wide 

from their eyes, 

not like the one-roomed homes 

where two hops covered dirt floors. 

A man who crafted cabinets 

rocketed fire with bats 

turned by his own hand. 
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Sweat-soaked builders 

battled past sunset, 

past foul balls and flies 

for smiles from children more gold 

than new roofs or nails pounded 

with one strike. 

Grandpa's glove, short leather fingers 

fatter than any mitt we used 

snagging flies on back lots, 

lay in our shed through Willie Mays 

and Pete Rose, silent as the cancer 

I watched snag Grandpa's breath. 

Now, polished on my shelf, 

it glints like afternoons 

before aluminum bats, when men 

rousted sawdust with homerun cracks. 
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Rolling Smoke 

His head shrank before my birth 

and perched on his spiny neck 

like an apple half-eaten 

and tossed in the sun. 

In the shade of pecan trees, 

he policed us, seven grandkids 

bouncing off the rickety fence 

he never mended. We red-rovered, 

sandlot baseballed while he slept, 

holding our breaths when the ball 

bounced too far 

into the darkness 

around his lawnchair. 

He snarled at whoever lost the toss, 

whoever edged to him 

and winced at his gummed words 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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spat in Russian, Jessy said. 

He cupped the ball with skin 

scaled from cotton picking, 

scraping the sweaty child 

who ran back to us with eyes wide. 

One morning, swinging the back gate, 

I saw him huddled in his chair. 

Alone, I slipped to the pecan tree edge, 

squinted the slicked hair glinting, 

shuddered at opening eyes. He snapped, 

growling as I stepped to his chair, 

then chuckled when I twitched 

but didn't run. He pulled me to his lap, 

two bone slats to sit on, 

ivory soap filling my nose. 

"Ever roll a smoke, grandchild?" he asked, 

papers and tobacco yanked from his pocket. 

His plow hands held mine, 

grey eyes dancing as my Nehi tongue 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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sealed his cigarette. 

He said when he first rolled one, 

crouched behind the outhouse, 

he was my age. 

He whispered. Go to, when the others came, 

warring into the afternoon, 

him humming in his chair, 

pointing for me to come for the ball 

Jessy lobbed over Lucy's head. 

He knifed pecans in the shade, 

told stories of riding bareback 

and Bonnie and Clyde. 

I practiced rolling smoke, 

cuddling in his wrinkles, 

chuckling as children revered 

and cracked bats. 
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To Town 

Cocks crow, the horse's hooves 

beating packed West Texas dirt. 

Saddled behind, her short legs 

flailing the dun's flank, 

she slaps bare heels to trot the walk, 

ducks Dad's elbow to search ahead. 

The landlord's fields stretch flat, 

four miles of cottonwoods bending, 

flies and horsetail stinging her skin-

and then skirted, shaded calves of women 

gliding down paved walks 

to shop displays and eateries. 

She holds the britches from her shins, 

tiptoeing, one eye on his shoes, 

wiggling past car rumbles, 

the voice-roar of jasmine-scented faces, 

five-and-dime whines 

of a music box or train. 
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The banker, wing-tipped and frowning, 

towers above Dad's downcast head. 

Coins clank Into vaulted boxes. 

High heels click across the lobby floor. 

She grips Dad's overalls, gazing 

at her own dirt-creased toes. 

Lunchtime, sweat trickling to her lips, 

she totes a coarse, brown paper tray 

to the red and white checkered cloth 

tossed across the long, wide table. 

Packed in with hatted men on hewn planks, 

she stuffs a white napkin down her shirt. 

Brown-sugared bar-b-que sauce 

dribbles along her chin in streams. 

The dusk sun points them home. 

Her head slaps rhythms on his slumped back, 

dreaming the next day's trek 

to the white-washed church, 

a Bible snuggled to her one Sunday dress. 
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The black, twisted licorice stick, 

goading Sunday School children, 

nibbled, then tucked in her pocket, 

savored to last until next year. 
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When Bonnie and Clyde Came To Osceola 

In front of the house where I played mother, 

snapped beans, churned butter, 

scrubbed shirts my brothers bared 

in fields where we raised com, 

she lit from the model-A sedan, 

silking her way to the screen-sagged door. 

My brother Marvin squinted at the lime beret 

cocked on yellow hair, his eyes 

roving the dip in her woolen dress 

like the dew-drop eyes 

Daddy splashed on Mama's grave. 

I peeked the poking nipples, 

felt the tug at my own breastless fiesh, 

smelt lilacs from her fingers 

and husky, woman's breath. 
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A black suit whistled 

from beside the flattened tire. 

She rolled a leather-pumped foot, 

licking ruby lips to the rtiythms 

of Marvin's pulsing neck. 

We strode behind her, 

me swaying in her woman prints, 

Marvin filting his hat, 

flinging wide his tobaccoed spit. 

The suit smiled crooked teeth, 

shook hands to Marvin's grunt, 

slipped clean nails around her hips. 

Shuffling around the lines of body straps 

bulking from her dress, 

not at all like Mama's pictures, 

I gasped at the plum-pulp palms 

slicking my neck, at wild buds sifted 

in my hair's unruly curis. 
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She clucked at my callouses, 

handed me the dollar Marvin frowned at, 

her cheek, smooth as pup bellies, 

haloing me in lilac. 

They waved as dust 

boiled around them, 

leaving me to bread baking, 

Marvin's porch-whittled stares, 

the picket fence's gate. 

When the paper bannered their bodies, 

Marvin brimstoned the tire tale, 

buttered Daddy's oatmeal 

with perfumed women waving 

painted fingertips. Daddy shook 

a greying head, praised God 

a blown wheel didn't bring our death. 

I stirred the bible-dried buds into the fire, 

watched them crinkle like the dreams 

of curiy hair under a lime beret 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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and straplioed woolens, burned the lilac 

from my rK)strils, from nippled dresses 

and wiggling hips. 
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The Preacher's Daughter 

She smoked the first joint 

in Carter county, 

buckling Bobby's track-star legs 

in her daddy's belfry. 

Sunday mornings, she wore skirts 

hiked mid-thigh, chomping gum, 

the preacher's words 

ringing stained glass 

in rhythms her calves swayed to. 

She charged boys 

nickels to peek 

at mffled panfies, 

sipped seasoning sheny, 

wore Mama's seamed hose. 

He knelt bedtimes reading tales 

soaked in scripture, 

her pillow wet with tears 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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she shed for salt pillars 

and cities sunken 

for relishing fun. 

While he prayed to a black sky, 

she snuck to railroad tracks, 

her "mission" in big-city dancehalls, 

twisting sweat-slick shins across the floors, 

hymning forgiveness with raspberry lips 

to the lobes of men. 

She buried him today 

beside the mother 

she watched scrub floors 

and polish pews, 

whose silky hair withered 

in steaming soup kitchens, 

whose laughter she saw 

only in photographs of a giri 

crouched behind the schoolhouse 

dipping snuff. 
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And Then There Was Buford 

Buford T. smelled like a man: 

nose-hair curiing scents of sweat 

and shoes with no breath. 

Twila didn't stand a snowball's chance. 

Her limber body 

rolled down the mountainside 

and into Buford's belly 

like the foamy suds 

of that bathtub tonic splattered 

across her pink, linoleum floor. 

Her lacquered nails 

tap the table as she tells it, 

how the hot, steamy breath 

goose-bumps her flesh, 

tums her to putty. 

She fingers bruises Buford fisted, 

flicks the ashes from her cigarette. 

"Kid, you gotta have a man"-
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like Buford, or Hank, 

the one who robbed 

liquor stores in Kansas. 

She pops gum chaffing 

to the lady in the chair. Only Twila 

would think to keep his tattoed picture 

by the mirror where women primp 

and paw. 
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First Snowfall 

Loping through the pari< gates, 

Twila slipped from her mittens, 

the first snowflake fickling her palms 

before Mama jammed the tiny hands 

back into fuzz, 

and Twila clenched a fist. 

That woman always clucked over Twila, 

chasing her with a switch 

in the cramped boarding room. 

Mama's red face steamed over the iron 

and water in the tub where her cracked hands 

scratched Twila's skin. 

Now, Twila bit her mittened fist free, 

glancing to the bleached, bent head, 

and taunted the switch with a flick 

of her red ponytail. 
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But Mama cast cloudy eyes 

to neon lights flashing 

across the tree-lined walks, 

and Twila danced away in the leaf cainch, 

knowing they would stay until sunset 

when Herbert would come, 

trudging up the steps with rum breath, 

his hug stenched with cow dung 

and blood. 

Mama would wait 

for his sleep's thudded rhythm 

before gorging on stariets' portraits, 

writing her own name 

on tattered playbills stashed 

in the shoebox beneath the bed. 
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Medicine Woman 

I take snakes my way, 

slithering In the cage Dr. Coop perches 

on his travelling stage. His cane, 

cobra-headed hickory, strikes 

the preyed heads bobbing at Coop's 

twisted beard and the wagonside 

marqueed by my own hand. 

Ladeees 

raffled by his tongue 

and gentlemen, 

draws crowds the way the caged snakes 

pierce blood. When they strike me, 

their venom drained, 

his pofion cures whatever ails. 

Dropping sweat into vats 

we fire nighfly, paddling our brew 

as Coop rues the practiced 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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tweeking of his oiled moustache, 

the flash of his cane, 

I twiri the curis at his chin, 

veiled only in my perfume, 

nibble the ears women fawn. 

Coop fires of towns with mousy men 

and rabbit-eyed giris pulsing breasts 

his slinky Angers must curi 

from caressing, of nights scaled 

between sweaty sheets, his wanted poster-

a young giri knifed in Tascoma-

beneath my pillow, his pockets jingling 

with each slither on the stage 

for me. 
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Blackboard's Fourteenth Wife 

My first, the clammy-handed shop boy, 

had a pimpled face 

that bowed at the altar, the table, 

our bed. His knees, red from bondings 

no sfinging words could straighten. 

Even Blackboard boasted 

the shop boy died with his eyes 

groping the ground. That sweaty pirate, 

sword-courting with whispered tales 

of Caspian waters and jeweled booty, 

mixed steel with kisses. 

Even the sailor-caked beard 

seemed peppermint and mynti. 
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Two months of sea water 

have cnjsted my cheeks, 

and Blackboard's fingers 

rake across my thighs and childless hips. 

Sfill, I sway with the sea waves, 

purr my mermaid tales and maps. 

Poppa bounced me to sleep 

to stories of Gizelle, the mennaid 

perched on salt-blasted sea rock 

who sirened sailors to lagoons, 

lilted songs of blood-cold ocean depths. 

I nuzzled his peppermint whiskers, 

looped the watch chain across his woolen vest. 

After Poppa strangled in the ocean deep, 

I shivered when Momma wept. 
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Momma moved us from sea spray and sand, 

slipped Poppa's portrait from the wall, 

muffled his crackling jargon 

and star-map tales with Bible stories 

she read over Poppa's grave. 

IV 

From the loft of this ship, I watch the sky 

spin into thin lines, 

chuckle at tattooed men 

who lift my diamond-toed shoes 

over the vessel-floor dirt 

to the swabbed deck 

and back away. 

They know Blackboard's eyes 

own the wrinkles above their cheekbones 

and the scars strapped like irons 

across their chests. 
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V 

My husband jokes in bed about them, 

how he chopped one's head 

and pierced another through the heart. 

Someday his sword may jab me to the plank. 

but tonight I nuzzle my rubies and his neck, 

lick salt vapor from my knuckles, 

gaze at the stars. 
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Circus Lady 

Trouble began when Sophie slipped 

on the puppy's puddle. She lay hours 

staring at the ceiling files. 

"Tell the super 'bout them stains," 

she yelled from the gumey 

as two men wheeled her away. 

White coats hovered over her for months 

in a windowless room, 

an old hip shattered, hundreds of pills 

she hid beneath her tongue 

and spat into the geranium by her bed. 

Tuesdays, four grey-haired ladies 

brought daisies, their jogging suits 

swishing down Sophie's hall. 

They breathed cotton candy 

and big tops, winked at Ted Mills 

who came from college 

to argue polifics and Zen. 
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Until the nurses belted the straps, 

she josfled from the bed 

and lumped to the floor 

twice a day. 

She swore to the doctor 

she could walk. He never met her eyes. 

Even when she called his mother 

a bearded lady, he nodded 

and closed the door. 

In flourescent light, she watched 

the plants droop, her own skin pale 

with bluish highways of veins. 

Before the last surgery, 

she begged Ted to hum songs 

kids once whistled at her, 

when a trapeze swung in her bedroom 

and a sequined bodysuit plumed 

behind her closet door. 
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The Man in White 

In patent shoes with gold buckles, 

his white pants billowing in Galveston wind, 

he swung his hands, watching two women dig 

beneath a Honda lodged in the sand. 

Yanking the back door, the red-head 

toted books with glossy covers, 

faster digging than dainty fingers. 

The man tapped his patents, gmnted, 

felt lunch's four martinis 

and two pounds of boiled crawfish. 

He spat words about loosing sand 

from tires and burrowing traction. 

They nodded, sfill scooping 

into hair, clothes, their shoes. 

Tears swelled in the giri's eyes, 

and he squatted before a tire, 

knees prickling. He scooped 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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with cupped hands, crystals 

oozing through his fingers, 

and smelled the spearmint in his panfing. 

He glanced as the red-head curied lips 

at his wheezing or sweat, 

dew-like on a burning face. 

Twenty minutes, sand piled around them, 

he strained against the bumper, sagged 

when the cradled car rocked in place, 

felt the musclebum in his thighs rise 

to his puffed lips. The women smiled 

at three younger men who sidled to him, 

lurched the car to packed caliche, 

eyed the women clucking thank-you's 

with swinging hips. He slapped his hands, 

strolled from them. 

Shaking sand from his toes, he slid 

gritty into leather seats and drove-

no glances into the rear-view mirror, 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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into the shimmer of hair and thighs 

perched in the ruins, like the damsels 

in storybooks and the knights 

never too old to save them. 
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Martha's Holiday 

When he was ten, 

they ate squirrel meat and greens, 

and were thankful for it. Her husband 

coaxes those words through purple gums, 

tapping the tablehead with two finger stumps. 

Twenty faces turn to him, 

a few mouths opened, no sound 

but the sizzle of Martha's breath. 

He nods, the wrinkles under his chin 

flowing winedrops from his leathery lips. 

She mouths his words 

to her napkin, taps her heels 

to the ripples of his chest. 

He will talk through cranberry salad 

and honeyed ham, fill Martha plops 

a piece of mince-meat pie 

on his empfied plate. 
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She rocks while they listen. 

His stories' riiythms pound in her ears 

like the saw and grate of his sleep each night. 

Fifty years, and these days, when the youngs' eyes 

spur him to made-up tales of filling 

East Texas dirt, knives slice her head. 

Only that girlfriend's fork 

tapping Aunt Kit's china 

puts a smile on Martha's lips. 

Oh! to wear purple-disk earrings 

and short skirts again. To know 

nights of flesh and sweat wrapped 

In his steamy breath meant years 

of hard-pinched nipples 

and his sagging, yellow neck. 

Martha slides her hands to thighs loose 

under a housedress, slips watery eyes 

to the tablehead, pushes air through her teeth 

as he yawns from his chair, 

[cont'd, without stanza break] 
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shuffles slippered feet past her. 

His snores cut through holiday chatter, 

rising and falling like sea waves 

crashing through their bedroom door. 
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By a Thread 

Perched in my chair, 

I watched friends lasso Junebugs 

with Mama's thread, 

arcing greenblack loops against the dusk 

like ropers at rodeo. 

Todd, straight as a walnut tree, 

stood braced against flapping wings. 

I wheeled my chair to him, 

watched Marabell dance, 

her nimble feet weaving glossy ovals 

around us, hard and perfect 

like beefle shells, bodies like tanks 

for batfles on summer nights 

when Todd roped flight for the buzz 

of thread In his hands. 
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The wheels beneath my fingers, 

taut as Mama's thread, left me 

breathless. I watched greenblack circles 

stretch and shrink, and cheered 

for the beat of wings. 
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The Gravedigger Finds Love 

He hunched in the church's pew, 

elbows clenching the rank 

of molding dirt and dawn's mist 

to his starched shirt. 

Hands, hollow as the clop 

of summer rain on cactus, 

leafed through hymns, 

patfing rhythms on the creases 

peaked across swaying thighs. 

Giris ducked behind mothers' skirts 

when he shuffled past, one foot 

dragging, eyebrows arcing werewolf spikes. 

He nodded to huddled boys, 

winked at the twitch 

In the stoutest one's eyes, 

whisfled the tune which tossed 

with each shovel from the garden of mounds. 
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The preacher's wife 

grasped the splintered hands, 

scolded children who said his grin 

slanted like the marble lined in rows 

past the iron gates. 

He drew crosses on her palms, 

rubbed his own ringless fingers, 

whispered words of love 

like the poetry etched in tombstones 

cuddling his sleep each night. 

She patted his shoulder, 

strolled past the church doors 

in the arm lock a daughter makes, 

grimaced as people spread from them. 

She'd seen the slabs by lantem light, 

her black dress doused with rain, 

his straight back sinking as mud piled 

near the coffin and her mother's grave. 
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Fourteen Stories to the Floor 

About suffering they were never wrong, the Old Masters 

W.H. Auden 

Even Gerard, the boy who's been to prison 

and cocks his face at angles to show off self-stitched scars, 

wants to know why we did it, held Phil, just five, 

from his Sesame Street ankles and plopped him 

fourteen stories to the floor. 

At the base of the Projects, center court, 

Jason popped the ISD basketball to the backboard. 

Gray flecks sparkled in his eyes, 

a wink and nod sending both of us to the roof, 

like the hot, rising air. We panted, oinked 

at the bare backs of two sunbathing giris, 

wiped sweat from our chins, 

laughed as they slinked from us. 
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Jason saw him first, huddled in a vent pipe's shade 

his fingers looping the blue-green blades 

of his lace-up shoes. Then we poked him, 

and he smiled, tooth gaps whisfiing 

when Jason smothered his head. 

Phil whimpered and shook. We knew he'd do 

anything, pushed him to the edge 

and pointed to the Quick-Mart on the street. 

When he shook his head, 

said the Bapfist missionary 

called stealing a sin-

even a Mars bar when we're hungry-

Jason flexed and spat. 

He dodged inside the flrst snatch, 

then Jason nabbed and dangled Phil 

over the banister, me grabbing one leg. 

We would have left it there, 

hauled his shivering ass to the files 

and kicked him home 
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except he stared at us, whistled 

through teeth gaps please to stop, 

to bring him Mama. 

When Phil fell to center court, 

I streaked to the rooftop, 

shook at Jason's laughter 

as it echoed in the halls, 

pounding the Projects' steel doors. 
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The Quilter 

She has sewn 

since pigtails, since tears 

welled in her daddy's eyes, 

her mama's casket 

setfled In East Texas dirt. 

She raided rats' nests, 

raked pecans In her pockets 

sold to the grocer for needles and thread. 

As brother Emie tuned his crystal radio, 

she sfitched flour sack backings, 

snipped squares like postage 

from worn shirts and her mama's hose. 

When Grandma visits, she hangs 

her quilt frame from the ceiling. 

Her hardened knuckles stab jerks 

zigzagged across straight lines 

on cloth drawn taut. 
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Mother fidgets at Grandma's wori<, 

pops gum over lapped pieces 

while the old woman frowns, 

digs wrinkles in her cheeks 

with each click of Mother's tongue. 

Nights, I find Grandma 

with boxes tucked behind trunks 

in our closet, burying her face 

in the folds of her quilts, 

whispering sunflowers and dust 

from the tug of a stitch, 

from touch. 
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